
Предисловие

Предлагаемое учебное издание подготовлено в соответствии с тре-
бованиями Федерального государственного образовательного стандар-
та основного общего образования, отражает основные программные 
положения в области иноязычного школьного образования и основы-
вается на современных технологиях обучения иностранному языку.

Пособие может быть использовано в качестве дополнительных ма-
териалов для выполнения домашних заданий, работы в классе, само-
стоятельной работы и факультативных занятий.

Дидактические материалы включают две части: «Лексика» 
(Vocabulary) и  «Грамматика» (Grammar). Обе части состоят из  не-
скольких тематических разделов. Каждый раздел делится на три уров-
ня (А, В и С), отличающихся по сложности и характеру выполняемых 
заданий: уровень А – задания репродуктивного характера, направлен-
ные на отработку языковой формы; уровень В – задания репродуктив-
но-продуктивного характера, позволяющие плавно перейти от  меха-
нического воспроизведения речевого образца к созданию собственного 
высказывания; уровень С – задания продуктивного (творческого) ха-
рактера, концентрирующие внимание учащихся на  содержании вы-
сказывания.

Такое распределение заданий по уровням дает возможность после-
довательно выстраивать работу по  формированию иноязычной ком-
муникативной компетенции обучающихся. Хотя последовательность 
уровней и заданий подчинена логике от простого к сложному, учитель 
может по своему усмотрению определять последовательность выпол-
нения заданий.

Использование разноуровневых заданий позволяет осуществлять 
дифференциацию и индивидуализацию обучения, организовывать об-
разовательный процесс с учетом индивидуальных, возрастных и пси-
хологических особенностей обучающихся.
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VOCABULARY

Unit 1. It’s a Wonderful Planet We Live on  
Section 1

A
1. Find the matching pairs of English and Russian equivalents 

describing the weather. There is an odd Russian expression!
1) hot and humid
2) stormy and windy
3) windy and sunny
4) foggy and wet
5) icy and snowy
6) sunny and lovely
7) cool and humid
8) cold and awful
9) stormy and terrible
10) snowy and windy
11) fine and warm
12) cloudy and windy

a) туманная и сырая
b) солнечная и прекрасная
c) ненастная и ветреная
d) прохладная и влажная
e) жаркая и влажная
f) холодная и ужасная
g) снежная и ветреная
h) хорошая и теплая
i) ветреная и солнечная
j) очень холодная и снежная
k) ненастная и ужасная
l) холодная и солнечная
m) облачная и ветреная

2. Add the missing letters to the words.
We&ther, sun&y, h&mid, &wful, m&serable, sto&my, fo&gy, won&erful, 

terr&ble, sunsh&ne, wind&, fin&.

3. Write out only adjectives.
Fog, frosty, dry, cloud, hot, snowy, cold, changeable, storm, ice, foggy, wet, 

weather, stormy, cloudy, humid, icy, snow, nice, sun, lovely, warm.

4. Fill the chart with the following words.

Good weather Bad weather
lovely terrible

Words: miserable, lovely, stormy, foggy, wet, nice, awful, terrible, 
icy, sunny, wonderful, misty, fine, rainy, cold.

5. Match the temperatures. There is an odd line in the right column!
1) –2 °C
2) +41 °F
3) +67 °F
4) +25 °C
5) –12 °C

a) sixty seven degrees Fahrenheit
b) plus two degrees Centigrade
c) forty one degrees Fahrenheit
d) two degrees below zero Centigrade
e) twenty five degrees above zero Centigrade
f) minus twelve degrees Centigrade
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B
1. Add the correct suffixes to make adjectives describing the weather.

1) sun  &&sunny&& 
2) rain  &&&&&&&&
3) snow  &&&&&&&&
4) fog  &&&&&&&&
5) storm  &&&&&&&&
6) frost  &&&&&&&&

7) cloud  &&&&&&&&
8) wind  &&&&&&&&
9) love  &&&&&&&&
10) ice  &&&&&&&&
11) mist  &&&&&&&&
12) change  &&&&&&&&

2. Choose the correct option.
1) It’s not true that the United Kingdom is a (wet / dry) country. It may not 

rain very much.
2) The weather in Britain is (warm / changeable). One day may be different 

from the next.
3) If there is little sunshine and it’s raining heavily, then the weather is 

(cloudy and wet / sunny and dry).
4) It seldom rains in southern deserts, and the weather is usually (warm 

and humid / hot and dry).
5) When it is raining heavily and a strong wind is blowing, the weather is 

(cloudy / stormy).
6) British winters are not very (cold / cool). The normal temperature in 

January is plus 4 degrees Centigrade.
7) There is hardly a cloud in the sky. The weather is (cloudy / sunny).
8) Don’t forget to take your umbrella; the weather is (warm / wet).
9) In tropical forests it’s often (hot and humid / warm and dry).
10) It’s (warm and sunny / cool and humid), it’s the best weather to go to 

the beach.
11) In Britain summers are usually (hot / cool); the temperature doesn’t 

often rise above 20 °C.

3. Fill the chart.

+2 °C plus two degrees Centigrade
two degrees above zero

+33 °F
–6 °C

+71 °F
0 °C

+7 °C

4. Write as many synonyms as possible.

The weather is nice. The weather is terrible.
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5. Complete the sentences. In each sentence use as many adjectives as 
possible to describe the weather.
1) It was 17 degrees below zero two days ago. The weather was &&cold / 

frosty / icy / awful&&&.
2) The sun is shining brightly. The weather is &&&&&&&&.
3) It was raining heavily all day long on Sunday. The weather was 

&&&&&&&&.
4) There is a fog today. The weather is &&&&&&&&.
5) There are a lot of clouds in the sky. The weather is &&&&&&&&.
6) It is snowing heavily and a strong wind is blowing. The weather is 

&&&&&&&&.
7) There was a heavy storm last night. The weather was &&&&&&&&.
8) Last week the temperature was 27 °C and there was no rain. The 

weather was &&&&&&&&.
9) It will be 12 °C with little sunshine tomorrow. The weather will be 

&&&&&&&&.
10) The sun is shining and the temperature is 19 degrees below zero. The 

weather is &&&&&&&&.
11) It is 28 °C, but dark clouds are gathering. The weather is &&&&&&&&.
12) It often rained last summer, but the temperature was always above 

20 °C. The weather was &&&&&&&&.
13) There is a lot of sunshine this week, but the temperature doesn’t rise 

above 15 °C. The weather is &&&&&&&&.

C
1. Write questions to the given answers.

1) &&&&&&&&? No, I like cool and dry weather.
2) &&&&&&&&? It was sunny and icy.
3) &&&&&&&&? No, it was hot and dry last summer.
4) &&&&&&&&? No, but I think it will be warm and humid.
5) &&&&&&&&? No, the sun began to shine brightly again.
6) &&&&&&&&? It is +20 °C.
7) &&&&&&&&? Yes, it’s raining all the time.
8) &&&&&&&&? Yes, there is hardly a cloud in the sky.
9) &&&&&&&&? Yes, the normal temperature in Britain in summer is 

16–18 °C.
10) &&&&&&&&? I’m sure it won’t rain today.

2. Express the opposite.
1) What lovely weather! It is sunny and warm.
 What miserable weather! It is cloudy and cold. 
2) It doesn’t usually get very cold in this season.
3) It is sunny and icy this week.
4) The weather forecast says it will be warm and wet tomorrow.
5) What awful weather! It’s cold and wet.
6) The weather is nice; it’s cool and dry.
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7) Winters are icy and snowy in this country.
8) I like hot and dry summers.
9) My grandmother doesn’t feel good in hot and humid weather.
10) What wonderful winter weather! It’s sunny and cold.
11) It was cool and wet last summer.

3. Complete the sentences. In each sentence give as many details as 
possible.
1) In windy weather &&a strong wind blows.&&
2) Icy weather is &&&&&&&&.
3) When the weather is warm, &&&&&&&&.
4) Foggy weather means &&&&&&&&.
5) When the weather is hot, &&&&&&&&.
6) When it is cloudy, &&&&&&&&.
7) If the weather is wet, &&&&&&&&.
8) &&&&&&&& in snowy weather.
9) If &&&&&&&&, then the weather is cool.
10) In stormy weather &&&&&&&&.
11) When the weather is awful, &&&&&&&&.
12) What wonderful weather! &&&&&&&&.

4. Complete the dialogues. Agree with the speaker using different 
words.
It’s quite sunny today, isn’t it? – Yes, &&lovely weather, isn’t it?&&
What awful weather! – Yes, &&&&&&&&?
It’s a nice day, isn’t it? – Yes, &&&&&&&&?
The autumn is nasty, isn’t it? – Yes, &&&&&&&&?
What rainy weather we are having today! – Yes, &&&&&&&&?
It’s a warm, sunny afternoon, isn’t it? – Yes, &&&&&&&&?
What an icy day, isn’t it? – Yes, &&&&&&&&?
It was terribly wet yesterday, wasn’t it? – Yes, &&&&&&&&?
It is windy and snowy, isn’t it? – Yes, &&&&&&&&?

5. Write a detailed description of the weather.
Yesterday 1) The weather was&&&&&&&&.

2) The temperature was &&&&&&&&.
3) It was &&&&&&&& in the morning.
4) It got &&&&&&&& in the afternoon.
5) It &&&&&&&& in the evening.
6) &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

Today 1) The weather is &&&&&&&&.
2) The temperature is &&&&&&&&.
3) It is &&&&&&&&.
4) &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

Tomorrow 1) The weather forecast says that it will be &&&&&&&&.
2) The temperature will be &&&&&&&&.
3) &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
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Unit 1. It’s a Wonderful Planet We Live on  
Sections 2–4

A
1. Find the matching pairs of English and Russian equivalents. There is 

an odd Russian expression!

1) the Solar System
2) the Galaxy
3) the universe
4) the Milky Way
5) a planet
6) a satellite
7) the Earth
8) the Moon
9) the North Pole
10) the South Pole
11) outer space
12) a star
13) a spaceship
14) a researcher
15) achievement
16) an astronaut

a) Вселенная
b) исследование
c) Земля
d) космический корабль
e) Солнечная система
f) Млечный Путь
g) Галактика
h) космическое пространство
i) спутник
j) Северный полюс
k) исследователь
l) Луна
m) планета
n) космонавт
o) звезда
p) Южный полюс
q) достижение

2. Match the two parts of the phrases. Make as many phrases as possible.

1) to launch
2) to explore
3) space
4) to do research
5) outer
6) a key
7) to solve
8) a scientific
9) no
10) to be known

a) space
b) travel
c) problem
d) a spaceship
e) all the possibilities
f) on a medical problem
g) a project
h) exploration
i) internationally
j) a problem
k) research

3. Underline the words that can be used with space.
Travel, exploration, star, explorer, to solve, ship, station, planet, outer, 

a little, system, suit, flight, man.

4. Find the mistakes if any. Write down the words and phrases correctly.
A keys problem, reserch, explore on all the possibilities, an explorer, lonch 

a project, solve to a problem, a researchor, the Noth Pole, achievement, the 
earth, the Milk Way, the Solor System, a planet, to be known international, 
a spacesheep, a space flight.
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5. Fill the chart.

Noun Verb Adjective
System solve Solar

Words: the Solar System, solve a  problem, medical problem, the 
Earth, the universe, do research, explore, galaxy, space exploration, 
explorer, the Moon, travel in space, launch a  spaceship, outer space, 
star, achievement, find a planet, dream about space travel.

B
1. Choose the correct option.

1) The Earth is a (star / planet) in the Solar System.
2) A star is an object in the (universe / Earth).
3) The Moon is a (planet / satellite).
4) The (universe / Galaxy) is all outer space and everything that exists in it.
5) The Milky Way is a (galaxy / space).
6) The (North / South) Pole is situated in the Arctic.
7) The (Solar System / universe) is a part of the Galaxy.
8) There are a lot of galaxies in the (Solar System / universe).
9) A (spaceship / spaceman) is an astronaut.
10) The (space station / spaceship) travelled to the (space station / 

spaceship).
11) A (star / planet) goes around a (star / planet).
12) A (research / researcher) is a person who does (research / researcher).
13) For a long time people have been dreaming about space (explore / 

exploration).

2. Give English equivalents of the words in brackets to complete the 
sentences.
1) &&&&&&&& (Исследователи) don’t know for sure how many 

&&&&&&&& (галактики) there are in the &&&&&&&& (Вселенная).
2) How long has the &&&&&&&& (космический корабль) been travelling 

to the &&&&&&&& (космическая станция)?
3) A &&&&&&&& (галактика) is a large group of &&&&&&&& (звезды) 

and &&&&&&&& (планеты) that make up the &&&&&&&& (Вселенная).
4) The &&&&&&&& (Земля) is one of the &&&&&&&& (планеты) of the 

&&&&&&&& (Солнечная система).
5) The Sun is a &&&&&&&& (звезда) in the &&&&&&&& (Солнечная си-

стема).
6) To &&&&&&&& (запустить) a spaceship means to send a rocket into 

&&&&&&&& (космическое пространство).
&&&&&&&& (Исследование космоса) is very expensive.
7) Russian &&&&&&&& (достижения) in space exploration are 

&&&&&&&& (всемирно известны).
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3. Complete the sentences using the words in brackets in the correct 
form.
1) Space &&&&&&&& (explore) helps to solve some scientific problems.
2) Russia is one the most important countries in space &&&&&&&&. 

(research).
3) A Russian word for a satellite ‘sputnik’ has become &&&&&&&& 

(international) known.
4) Russia can be proud of a lot of &&&&&&&& (achieve) in space 

exploration.
5) A &&&&&&&& (research) is a scientist.
6) To do &&&&&&&& (research) on a problem means to &&&&&&&& 

(explore) all the &&&&&&&& (possible) of solving it.
7) A &&&&&&&& (key) problem is a serious difficulty.

4. Complete the sentences using the words and word combinations given 
below. There is an odd word there!
1) Sergei Korolev constructed the first &&&&&&&&.
2) Yuri Gagarin was the first &&&&&&&& to travel into outer space in his 

Vostok &&&&&&&&.
3) Alexey Leonov was the first man to take a walk in &&&&&&&&.
4) Neil Armstrong was the first man &&&&&&&&.
5) Konstantin Tsiolkovsky was a &&&&&&&& who came to the idea of 

spaceships.
6) Mir was one of the &&&&&&&& which has been in orbit for a long time.
7) Astronauts put on &&&&&&&& when they go into outer space.
8) When the night is cloudy, we can’t see &&&&&&&& in the sky.
9) Not all countries can do space &&&&&&&& because it is very expensive.
Words: the Earth, on the Moon, stars, space, spaceship, spaceman, 

spacesuits, space stations, research, researcher.

C
1. Complete the sentences.

1) A planet is &&&&&&&&.
2) A galaxy is &&&&&&&&.
3) The Galaxy is &&&&&&&&.
4) The Solar System is &&&&&&&&.
5) The Earth is &&&&&&&&.
6) The Moon is &&&&&&&&.
7) The universe is &&&&&&&&.
8) A satellite is &&&&&&&&.
9) A star is &&&&&&&&.
10) The North Pole is situated &&&&&&&&.

2. Complete the sentences giving your own ideas.
1) People like to read books about space travel because &&&&&&&&.
2) People started to travel to outer space because &&&&&&&&.
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3) People explore space because &&&&&&&&.
4) Achievements in space research include &&&&&&&&.
5) It’s interesting to be a spaceman because &&&&&&&&.
6) It’s difficult to stay in the space station because &&&&&&&&.

3. Imagine that you are an astronaut giving an interview. Answer the 
questions of the correspondent.
1) Why did you become an astronaut?
2) How many times have you travelled into space?
3) Have you walked in outer space?
4) How long has your longest spaceflight lasted?
5) What space-travel stories did you read when you were a child?
6) What is your most important achievement in space exploration?

4. Give your arguments for and against space exploration.

Space exploration is important 
because …

People can live without space 
exploration because …

1 it’s interesting and worth trying. it is dangerous.
2
3
4
5
6

Unit 1. It’s a Wonderful Planet We Live on  
Sections 5–7

A
1. Match the two parts of the phrases. Make as many phrases as possible.

1) a terrible
2) a disaster
3) to do a lot of
4) to damage
5) to shake
6) to be badly / seriously
7) he wouldn’t
8) to break
9) to destroy

a) a building
b) hurt a fly
c) one’s leg
d) disaster
e) like a leaf
f) with laughter
g) area
h) a village
i) one’s head
j) hands with each other
k) hurt
l) a cup
m) damage
n) with anger
o) a window
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2. Find the matching pairs of English and Russian equivalents. There is 
an odd Russian expression!

1) an earthquake
2) a hurricane
3) a tornado
4) a volcano
5) a flood
6) a drought
7) a disaster
8) damage
9) to shake
10) to hurt
11) to destroy
12) to break
13) human
14) to amaze
15) to attract

a) наводнение
b) бедствие, несчастье
c) ураган
d) повреждение
e) разрушать
f)  человеческий, свойственный 

человеку
g) землетрясение
h) трястись, дрожать
i) причинять боль, повреждать
j) ломать, разбивать
k) смерч, торнадо
l) засуха
m) граница, предел
n) привлекать, притягивать
o) вулкан
p) изумлять, поражать

3. Match the two parts of the phrases. Make as many phrases as possible.

1) an age
2) a time
3) a limit
4) to limit
5) to monitor
6) a computer
7) to warn
8) a warning
9) to broadcast
10) to rescue
11) a rescue
12) to evacuate
13) human
14) to be amazed
15) amazing
16) an amazingly
17) to attract
18) a tourist
19) an attractive
20) emergency

a) the speed
b) cold day
c) a warning
d) idea
e) nature
f) wildlife
g) on / to the speed
h) of / about a tornado
i) from flood
j) being
k) attraction
l) a lot of attention
m) at / by a tornado
n) the water level
o) voice
p) monitor
q) people from a village
r) workers
s) of people
t) sight
u) limit

4. Fill the chart. Some words belong to more than one column!

Noun Verb Adjective Adverb
damage damage disastrous amazingly
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Words: damage, disaster, disastrous, destroy, destruction, destructive, 
shake, hurt, evacuate, evacuation, human, humanity, inhuman, limit, 
monitor, warn, warning, broadcast, rescue, evacuate, evacuation, amaze, 
amazing, amazingly, attract, attraction, attractive, erupt, eruption.

5. Match the words and word combinations with their definitions.

1) an earthquake
2) a hurricane
3) a tornado
4) a volcano
5) a flood
6) a drought
7) a disaster
8) to damage
9) to destroy
10) to break
11) to amaze
12) to rescue
13) to warn
14) to shake

a) a long period of dry weather
b) something terrible
c) a mountain which can erupt
d)  a large amount of water covering a place 

which is usually dry
e)  to ruin, to damage something so badly that 

it cannot be used
f) a sudden shaking of the ground
g)  to make someone realize a possible danger 

or problem
h) to save
i) to surprise greatly
j) to spoil something
k)  to separate something suddenly or violently 

into two or more pieces
l)  to move back and forth or up and down with 

short, quick movements
m)  a very strong and dangerous wind that 

goes quickly round in a circle
n) a violent storm with a very strong wind

B
1. Find the mistakes in the word combinations. Write down the word 

combinations correctly.
1) to do a lot damage
2) to damage on health
3) to shake laughter
4) to shake each other hand
5) to shake with a head
6) He wouldn’t hurt fly.
7) to be bad hurt
8) to broke a cup

9) to destroy of a town
10) a limit for time
11) to warn on a hurricane
12) to broadcast of a warning
13) to rescue to tornado
14) a rescue on people
15) to evacuate people for a place

2. Fill the gaps with the appropriate words. There are some odd words!
1) Tornadoes can &&&&&&&& houses or even villages.
2) If &&&&&&&& is going to erupt, &&&&&&&& of the eruption is 

broadcast.
3) A volcanic eruption can do a lot of &&&&&&&& to the area.
4) &&&&&&&& happen when the water level of a river is unusually high 

after a melting of snow or a severe rainstorm.
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5) &&&&&&&& occur when there is a long period of dry weather and not 
enough water.

6) A lot of natural &&&&&&&& happen in the world: hurricanes, tornadoes, 
earthquakes, etc.

7) The ground &&&&&&&& during an earthquake.
8) I can’t believe she was so inhuman. She wouldn’t &&&&&&&& a fly.
9) His grandmother fell down and &&&&&&&& her arm.
10) Red Square is one of the tourist &&&&&&&& in Moscow. It &&&&&&&& 

a lot of visitors.
11) Russia’s nature is &&&&&&&& varied.
12) Scientists don’t know for sure when the first &&&&&&&& appeared 

on the Earth.
13) &&&&&&&& evacuate people from a disaster area.
Words: amazingly, attractions, droughts, emergence workers, 

a warning, amaze, broke, destroy, limit, human beings, hurt, inhuman, 
shakes, floods, a volcano, damage, disasters, attracts.

3. Fill the chart with the words to make word families.

Noun Verb Adjective Adverb
destruction destroy destructive –

disaster – –
evacuate – –

attraction –
– human –

warn – –
damage – –

limit – –
rescue – –

monitor – –
evacuation – –

– amaze

4. Give English equivalents of the words in brackets to complete the 
sentences.
1) The area &&&&&&&& (привлекает) a lot of tourists because of its 

natural beauty.
2) The group of tourists was &&&&&&&& (поражена) by the sight of the 

&&&&&&&& (вулкан).
3) Hundreds of people were seriously &&&&&&&& (пострадали) during 

the &&&&&&&& (землетрясение).
4) Men usually &&&&&&&& (обмениваются рукопожатием) when they 

meet.
5) I can say I was &&&&&&&& (дрожал как лист) from fear.
6) People were &&&&&&&& (эвакуированы) from the &&&&&&&& (рай-

он бедствия).
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7) Hurricanes can be very &&&&&&&& (бедственные, губительные).
8) His behaviour was very &&&&&&&& (бесчеловечный).
9) Australia has &&&&&&&& (удивительный) wildlife.
10) Their new project &&&&&&&& (привлек) a lot of attention.
11) The weather has been &&&&&&&& (удивительно) warm this week.
12) After the &&&&&&&& (наводнение) it took several days for the water 

level to go down.

C
1. Match the two parts of the sentences. There is an odd part!

1)  Scientists monitored the activity 
of the volcano and warned the 
people in the area

2) The flood began all of a sudden
3)  Emergency workers rescued 

a lot of people
4) During and after the flood
5) Tornadoes occur very often
6) A lot of buildings
7) British weather is
8)  He was so afraid of the 

earthquake
9)  When you don’t agree with 

somebody or something
10) They were amazed
11) His new novel attracted
12) Fortunately scientists

a)  emergency workers are very 
busy.

b) a tourist attraction.
c) amazingly changeable.
d) you shake your head.
e) at the sight of a tornado.
f) that he was shaking like a leaf.
g) of the eruption.
h)  were seriously damaged by the 

hurricane.
i) a lot of attention.
j) can predict tornadoes now.
k) because the river rose very fast.
l) in the central states of the USA.
m) from the disaster area.

2. Complete the sentences using the words in brackets in the appropriate 
form.
1) A lot of cars and some houses were &&damaged&& (damage) by the 

tornado.
2) Earthquakes can be very &&&&&&&& (destroy).
3) The drought did a lot of &&&&&&&& (damage).
4) Why are you &&&&&&&& (shake) with laughter? What made you laugh?
5) My computer monitor is &&&&&&&& (break).
6) Some people were on the roofs of their houses during the flood waiting 

for an &&&&&&&& (evacuate).
7) Emergency workers &&&&&&&& (rescue) a group of tourists from 

a volcanic eruption.
8) Hurricane Katrina led to great &&&&&&&& (destroy).
9) Specialists &&&&&&&& (monitor) the water level in rivers, and if it rises 

they &&&&&&&& (warn) people of a possible flood.
10) There was a &&&&&&&& (warn) about a volcanic eruption.
11) That’s an &&&&&&&& (attract) idea.
12) The weather was &&&&&&&& (amaze) hot and dry last summer.
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3. Complete the sentences giving as many details as possible.
1) A warning was broadcast about &&&&&&&&.
2) This place is a tourist attraction because &&&&&&&&.
3) I was amazed by the weather because &&&&&&&&.
4) The hurricane was disastrous because &&&&&&&&.
5) He saw a tornado which &&&&&&&&.
6) Scientists couldn’t predict the flood because &&&&&&&&.
7) The volcanic eruption did a lot of damage; it &&&&&&&&.
8) Emergency workers rescued &&&&&&&&.
9) During a volcanic eruption emergency workers &&&&&&&&.
10) &&&&&&&& during the earthquake.
11) &&&&&&&& is inhuman.
12) He was seriously hurt &&&&&&&&.
13) A terrible disaster happened: &&&&&&&&.
14) She was shaking with laughter because &&&&&&&&.
15) The flood led to much destruction: &&&&&&&&.

4. Give your own answers to the questions below.
1) What is a disaster?
2) When does a drought happen?
3) What is typical of a tornado?
4) What can cause a flood?
5) Would you like to see a volcano? Why ? / Why not?
6) Why are natural disasters dangerous?
7) What can amaze you? (Give several variants.)
8) Have you ever broken anything? What was it?

Unit 2. The World’s Best Friend Is You  
Sections 1–3

A
1. Find the matching pairs of English and Russian equivalents. There is 

an odd Russian expression!

1) to protect
2) chemical waste
3) a waste of time
4) to pollute
5) air pollution
6) environment
7) geographical features
8) to get used to something
9) to be used to doing something
10) to be in danger

a) загрязнять
b) иметь привычку делать что-либо
c) загрязнение воздуха
d) химические отходы
e) защищать
f) быть вне опасности
g) пустая трата времени
h) привыкнуть к чему-либо
i) быть в опасности
j) окружающая среда
k) географические особенности
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2. Match the two parts of the phrases. Make as many phrases as possible.
1) to protect
2) the protection
3) waste
4) a waste
5) to be polluted
6) protective
7) sea
8) environmental
9) the pollution
10) antipollution
11) geographical
12) plastic
13) to be out
14) ecological

a) features
b) laws
c) pollution
d) by chemical waste
e) of danger
f) of money
g) research
h) clothing
i) waste
j) of the environment
k) of time
l) problems
m) paper
n) education
o) the environment
p) of forests
q) from pollution

3. Fill the chart. Some words belong to more than one column!

Noun Verb Adjective

Words: protect, protection, protective, danger, dangerous, waste, 
chemistry, chemical, pollute, pollution, ecology, ecological, environment, 
environmental, nature, natural, geography, geographical.

4. Find the mistakes in the words. Write down the words correctly.
Wast, geografical, enviroment, dangeros, polution, cemical, ekology, 

protecktion, antipolution, fetures, enviromentel.

B
1. Find the mistakes in the word combinations. Write down the word 

combinations correctly.
1) to be polluted from chemical waste
2) to protect of the environment
3) the pollute of the environment
4) to protect pollution
5) protection clothing
6) sea pollute
7) antipollute laws
8) environment research
9) to get use to doing something
10) a waste time
11) to be danger
12) geography features
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2. Fill the chart with the words to make word families.

Noun Verb Adjective
pollute –

waste –
environment –

protect
ecology –

geography –
– dangerous

chemistry –
– natural

plastic –

3. Choose the correct option.
1) When specialists work with (chemical / chemistry) waste they wear 

(protect / protective) clothing.
2) Unfortunately people got used to (polluting / pollute) the environment.
3) Because of the (pollute / pollution) of the environment a lot of animals 

and plants are (in / out of) danger.
4) Air and sea pollution is (danger / dangerous) for the (environment / 

environmental).
5) Scientists do (environment / environmental) research to (protect / 

protection) the planet (from / of) pollution.
6) Natural (geographical / geography) features include oceans, seas, 

rivers and lakes, etc.
7) (Pollution / Antipollution) laws help to (protect / protecting) the 

environment.
8) When you do something useless it’s a waste (time / of time).
9) Some animal and plant species need (protect / protection) because 

they are in (dangerous / danger).
10) Water in many rivers, lakes and seas is (pollute / polluted) by different 

wastes.

4. Give English equivalents of the words in brackets to complete the 
sentences.
1) If you take part in the competition, it will be a &&&&&&&& (пустая 

трата времени).
2) &&&&&&&& (Загрязнение воздуха) is a problem in many cities.
3) What should we do to &&&&&&&& (защитить) the Earth from pollution?
4) The British are &&&&&&&& (привыкли к) changeable weather.
5) There are a lot of &&&&&&&& (проблемы окружающей среды) which 

we need to solve.
6) These are &&&&&&&& (опасные) chemicals. You should put on 

&&&&&&&& (защитная одежда).
7) Nobody can get used to being &&&&&&&& (в опасности).
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